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Meet Sammi (they/them). Sammi is the owner of a 
small, online business: Good Things.  
 
Sammi sells sustainable jewelry and small gifts via 
their website. Each time a new product is added 
to the Good Things site, Sammi gives each item the 
most creative, unique title one could come up with.   
 
Sammi titles a jewelry box, a “gem keeper,” names 
a pack of postcards, “sendable keepsakes,” and 
calls a set of pearl earrings, “mother of the sea.” 
They then list these products on the Good Things 
website and mark them ready to sell. 
 
Now, consider this: if you were searching for a 
jewelry box, a set of postcards, or a set of pearl 
earrings online, what search terms might you enter 
to find these items?   
 
Chances are your first instinct isn’t to search for 
"gem keeper," "sendable keepsakes," or "mother of 
the sea." (If it is, well then kudos— you’re far more 
creative than us).  
 
 

Most shoppers will start their search with plain, 
descriptive, simple terms: jewelry box, velvet jewelry 
box, best jewelry box, set of postcards, 6 pack of 
postcards, pearl earrings, gold pearl earrings, etc.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Unfortunately for Sammi, the products they sell on 
the Good Things website aren’t likely to appear as 
one of the top search results because they don’t 
include these common keywords shoppers use 
when searching for products. 
 

“Keywords” are both singular words and phrases 
that an individual types into a search engine (think: 
Google, Yahoo, Bing, Amazon, YouTube, Pinterest, 
Etsy, goodbuy, etc.) to find items that meet a 
specific criteria or need.  
 
For small business owners like you and Sammi, SEO 
is the process of making improvements to your 
website and products to maximize the number 
of shoppers that can find your site. You do this by 
ensuring that the titles, descriptions, and language 
used across your website and products match 
what future potential customers are searching for 
online. In turn, this allows your site and products 
to appear as close to the top of search results as 
possible!  

In the pages to come, we’ll introduce five, easy 
ways small business owners (like you!) can improve 
your small business’ SEO on goodbuy (and across 
the great wide web) to meet customers in the 
moment they’re searching for your small business 
and products. 
 

Hi there!

Unfortunately, search engines:
 

1. don’t have much of a creative 
sense, 

2. can’t appreciate brilliant 
branding, and  
 
3. are just machines looking for 
the closest, most helpful word-
matches based on what’s being 
entered into the search bar. 
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Key Terms
Before we begin, let’s start by defining the key terms you’ll be reading frequently in the upcoming pages of this document.

Search Engine 

If you’ve ever searched for something online chances are you’re utilizing a search engine! A search engine is an 

online tool that enables anyone to search for and locate information across the internet. Examples of search 

engines include sites such as Google, Yahoo, Bing, and even websites like Amazon, YouTube, Pinterest, Etsy, 

and goodbuy!

SEO 
SEO (Search Engine Optimization) is the process used to make a website rank higher in online search results. 

SEO helps to maximize the number of visitors to a particular website by ensuring that the site appears close to 

the top of results that are returned when someone is searching on a search engine. 

For example, SEO is the reason why one website shows up as the top result on page 1 of your search 

results on Google, as opposed to another website that you find on page 10 or page 100 of your search 

results.

Product Description 
A product description is the written content used as part of an online product listing to describe, explain, 

market and inform a customer of the details and benefits of a product. Most commonly it is used to explain to a 

customer:  a) what the product is, b) what the product does, and c) why the product is worth purchasing. It also 

includes descriptive information about different product options available (size, fit, color, etc). This copy is also 

useful for SEO in that the keywords included in the product description help to match online search terms to 

products offered by e-commerce websites. 

Keywords 

Sometimes referred to as “SEO Keywords,” “key phrases,” or “search queries,” keywords are singular words and 

phrases that a person types into their search engine to find information on a particular topic, or to find items 

that meet a specific criteria or need.

 

For example, an individual might search for: sweater, men’s sweater, men’s wool sweater, or what’s the 

best men’s wool sweater? All of these are examples of keywords that someone might use to conduct a 

search online.

Organic Traffic 
This term refers to the visitors that find a website as a result of unpaid “organic” search results via a search 

engine. Marketing efforts that focus on improving organic or “free” traffic are called SEO. Organic traffic 

differs from paid traffic, which are visits to a website generated by paid ads.
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If you find yourself asking the question: why does 
it matter that I learn how to improve my SEO as a 
small business?  

Consider that:  

E-commerce sales reached a whopping  
$250 billion in the first quarter of 2022 

Retailer advertising is expected to reach  
$57.2 billion in 2022 and $66 billion in 2023 
(most of which is spent by large, mega-retailers) 
 
In fiscal year 2021 alone, Amazon’s marketing 
spend amounted to roughly $32.6 billion

For small businesses without marketing budgets 
valuated in the billions (or even millions) of dollars, 
it’s becoming increasingly challenging to land one 
of the few coveted spots near the top of potential 
customers’ search results. Enter goodbuy: the 
world’s first and only search engine and online 
shopping experience designed exclusively to 
elevate small businesses.  

Learning to utilize SEO on goodbuy (and beyond) is 
one reliable solution to meet the challenge of being 
discoverable among the masses of mega-retailers 
while forgoing the inordinate ad spend.   

Why SEO Matters as a Small Business

44% of people start their 

online shopping journey with  

a Google search  

37.5% of e-commerce 

website traffic is directed via 

search engines  

23.6% of e-commerce 

orders come from organic traffic

Petaluma 
available on goodbuy

Clay Rie Jane 
available on goodbuy

E-commerce at a glance:



1 – Understand and Utilize Keywords  

2 – Generate Content 

3 – Categorize Your Products 

4 – Include What Makes Your Small Business Humanful 

5 – Share Your Values
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1 Understand and Utilize Keywords

Using keywords across your small business’ website and product 

listings to accurately reflect the language being used by your 

customers in the searches they make online is one important way 

to enhance your SEO. 

For instance, using just the words below, can you decipher what 

this product is? 

Using context clues, perhaps you were able to decode that 

this product is actually a men’s orange, wool, knit, sweater! 

However, with this as an example, pause to consider: what might 

a shopper type into their search bar if they were searching for a 

men’s orange, wool sweater? 

A few keywords that come to mind: 

• mens wool sweater

• what’s the best men’s wool sweater?

• men’s orange sweater

• men’s orange wool sweater

• men’s wool knit sweater, etc.

In order to help future potential customers find the products you 

offer, utilize plain, simple, and descriptive language when writing 

product titles, headings (often labeled “H1” on your website), and 

in your product descriptions. 

 

And remember: Even though your product listing may include a 

beautiful image clearly depicting what's being sold, SEO and 

screen-readers used for accessibility purposes can't easily  

process or read these images! Be sure to include a variety of 

keywords as descriptive product titles and descriptions across 

your website copy and product listings.

TIP: Get started with online keyword 
resources and databases.  
 

Not sure where to start with keywords? There are 

numerous online resources (both free and paid) 

that provide effective keyword databases relevant 

and specific to e-commerce. 

 

Check out: 

• Google Ad Words keyword tool

• Shopify.com/blog

• Moz.com/explorer 

 

From here, incorporate the keywords that are 

most recognizable and relevant to your website, 

products, and offerings. 
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2 Generate Content

One additional way to enhance your SEO is to optimize the 

amount of content on your website and in product descriptions.  

 

While many small businesses (and their customers) appreciate 

a clean, simplified website aesthetic, having insufficient text on 

your site and within product descriptions means fewer keywords 

that are discoverable by search engines (including goodbuy) 

that can connect you to future potential customers! 

Don’t worry, you don’t have to clutter or compromise on that 

minimalist vibe for your site to be discoverable. Instead, consider 

leveraging additional pages of your website to embed keywords 

that can be discovered by SEO. 

For instance, consider writing blog posts, utilizing your “about” 

page, or including additional details in the footer of your website; 

each is an excellent place to embed additional keywords that 

your customers might use to find small businesses and products 

like yours! 

 

Similarly, if your own small business is recognizable by brand 

name, be sure to include your brand name in the title and 

descriptions of your products.  

 

For example, Kinfield sunscreen, Wildling Beauty gua sha, or 

BARB pomade. This way, if a shopper is searching with your 

brand name in mind, you can ensure your small business shows 

up for them before any other seller of your products.   

Tip: Utilize brand names where relevant 
in your content to enhance SEO.   
 

In the case that you own a small business or boutique 

that sells products from specific brands, consider using 

the descriptors that are used by these brands to title and 

describe your own product(s).  

 

For instance, if Sammi’s boutique sells products from 

Levi’s, they could include these details in the product’s 

title and description. 

EXAMPLE: Sammi might use the specific product title: Levi’s 

No Stone Unturned Vintage Overalls, when selling this 

specific Levi’s style of overalls on their online store. (Other 

keywords like  “overalls” or “denim overalls” could be utilized 

in the product description.) 

This way, a customer shopping for Levi’s-specific overalls is 

more likely to discover them from Sammi’s small business!
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TYPE OF ITEM:     

Below are some (rather than a full representation) of categories: 

Jewelry (necklace, bracelet, earrings, rings, etc.)

Shoes (running shoes, boots, sandals, mules, etc.)

Clothing (dress, jeans, top, blazer, sweater, etc.)  

Beauty (blush, shampoo, mascara, body oil, etc.) 

Home Goods (mirror, loveseat, armoire, vase, etc.)

Baby/Kids (onesie, sleepsack, pacifier, stroller, etc.)

 

 

 

On goodbuy (and beyond), categorizing your products 

using clear, categorical descriptions and keywords within 

your product descriptions helps ensure your products match 

shoppers’ online search terms.  

The following are categories to consider including in each of 

your product listings and product descriptions for your items to 

better reach customers:

COLORS: 
For example: red, green, clear, neon, gold, silver, pastel, bright, 

etc. 

PATTERNS:
For example: florals, stripes, polka dots, animal prints, etc. 

MATERIALS:
For example: cotton, suede, wool, wood, stone, organic linen, 

rubber, gold, recycled plastic, etc.

SIZES:

For example: 3 oz., travel size, small, large, twin size, family size, xl, 

6xl, 3-6 months, etc. 

3 Categorize Your Products

Tip: Include WHO the item is intended for  
in the title and/or product description. 
 

Just because it may be obvious when browsing your 

small business online that you only sell children’s clothing, 

that does not mean it is obvious to SEO.  

 

If you don’t specify who an item is intended for, it can 

be challenging for SEO to serve up the right items to a 

specific audience. 

For example, if you title a product “hat,” but it is actually 

a hat intended for a toddler SEO will have a difficult time 

deciphering who the hat is for. A parent looking for a hat 

for their two year old would love your product, but won’t 

find you in their results. Instead, your product might show up 

when other folks are looking for an adult hat. 

The more specific and accurate you can be in your 

product titles and descriptions, the better! For instance, 

consider listing products with the description of the 

“who” before the item: child’s hat, toddler’s dress, men’s 

sweater, or women’s blouse.

Example of a product description using categorical descriptions
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4 Include What Makes Your  
Small Business Humanful
Unlike the affiliate communities and marketplaces who require 

small businesses to conform to their standards and erase what 

makes each small business unique, here at goodbuy, we value 

what makes you, you. 

While our ultimate goal is to help shoppers who care about 

shopping small find your small business,  we also know that this 

experience is made special when small business owners like 

you and Sammi are able to maintain your creativity, joy, and 

individuality. 

Here are a few ideas for how to keep doing you, without 

compromising your SEO:  

 

Create an “About” page for your small business.  

We love to know you (and so do your customers)! The small 

business shopping experience is made all the more meaningful 

when we get to know the real humans behind the URLs. One 

way to cultivate meaningful connections with your customers 

is by providing them an opportunity to learn about you and the 

story behind your small business. By creating a detailed About or 

Learn More page on your website, you can share your voice and 

unique story. Plus, this is a great place to include keywords about 

who you are, and what your business does and sells!  

Use imagery and descriptions to help tell your story.  

One way to share your creativity is in the imagery used across 

your website. Consider using imagery to enhance shoppers’ 

experiences by depicting what you care about, and what 

makes you and your business individually unique. Adding 

written descriptions to these images will also increase SEO and 

accessibility for folks using screen readers.  

 

Sammi could even include those creative titles we mentioned 

earlier as text overlaid on the images themselves! It’s just 

important to remember that this text won’t be accessible by 

screen readers so including it as “alternative text” in image 

descriptions is important.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Connect your social accounts to goodbuy.  

Help your loyal customers (and fans!) stay connected  

with you by connecting your Instagram account to your goodbuy 

profile. In addition, if you have Pinterest, Facebook, and/or TikTok 

account(s) ensure these are also linked on your site. 

Let your customers know where they can visit you!  

If you have a physical store or boutique location (or multiple) 

include the physical address and/or zip code of your store 

in the footer of your website so that folks can experience for 

themselves that IRL, local small biz magic!

Including the zip code of your small business will allow 

folks to shop with your small business using the “local” 

feature on goodbuy— coming 2023.
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5 Share Your Values

One final way to enhance your visibility on goodbuy is by 

selecting business owner identities and business values tags 

that reflect who you are as a business (and owner).

 

Including these tags as a part of your profile  is motivating for 

conscious shoppers on goodbuy! In fact, 71% of consumers say 

they prefer buying from businesses aligned with their values 

(Small Business News). 

For Sammi, including the business owner identity tag "LGBTIQA+ 

owned," and the values tag "sustainable," on the Good Things 

goodbuy profile is another way to share with the world (and 

online shoppers) what makes Sammi’s small business humanful! 

 

Additionally, if you have goodbuy business values

(sustainable, certified ethical, American made, cruelty-free, 

vegan) including these keywords in your product titles and/or 

descriptions is an excellent way to reach conscious shoppers 

searching for these values while they browse.  

 

 

 

 

For example, someone might search for a sustainable sleeping 

bag, or vegan lipstick. When you’ve listed these keywords apart 

of your product listing, your products are more likely to show up 

for customers searching for items with these values. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TIP: Strive for gooder.  

At goodbuy, we’re excited about all the purpose-driven 

businesses who are working hard to do gooder for 

people and the planet. Small businesses who have one 

or more goodbuy values (in addition to being a totally 

rad small business) associated with their profiles are 

more likely to show up in search results.  

 

As your small business grows, consider what values might 

be relevant and important to you — how might you strive 

to add an additional value (or a few!) to your  

goodbuy profile? 

Note: We recognize that the third party certifications 

required to add values to your small business profile on 

goodbuy may be cost prohibitive and/or inaccessible. That's 

why we're working on an accessible, do gooder badge for 

our smaller, small businesses who are committed to doing 

good for people and the planet but might not have the 

resources for a larger certification.

 

Let us know if you want to be involved in the development 

process!

mailto:smallbusiness%40trygoodbuy.com?subject=


At goodbuy, we’re deeply grateful for the 
opportunity to support small business owners like 
Sammi, and like you, each and every day. 

This document is intended to serve as a starting 
place for how to enhance your small business’ SEO 
on goodbuy and beyond. We hope you’ve found 
the insights, examples, and tips provided within 
its pages helpful to improving your visibility on 
goodbuy (and online).
 
If you have additional questions or ideas, please 
reach out! You can always connect with us at: 
smallbusiness@trygoodbuy.com. 

Here’s to next-level notice of your one-of-a-kind 
small business. We’re so glad you’re here. 

In community, 
The goodbuy team 

Thank you!


